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Dickson and Dieudonne have shown in [l] and [2] that all proper normal 
subgroups of a symplectic group defined over a field with more than three 
elements are contained in its center {f 1). 
Attempts at integral analogues of this theorem have been quite successful. 
In 1963 Klingenberg [3] effected a significant generalization of these results by 
extending them to an arbitrary local rings whose residue class field has 
characteristic not equal to two and has more than three elements. However 
he assumed that the underlying alternating form is unimodular, i.e., has unit 
discriminant. He was able to show in this case that every normal subgroup of 
the symplectic group is a congruence subgroup in the usual sense. In 1966 
Riehm [5] generalized Klingenberg’s results by dropping the requirement 
that the discriminant be a unit. In doing so he restricted the ring to be a 
valuation ring with residue class field of characteristic not equal two and 
having more than three elements. In this situation it turns out that there are 
normal subgroups which are not congruence subgroups. In order to regain a 
complete discription of the normal subgroups, Riehm generalized the concept 
of congruence subgroup by allowing the congruence ideal to vary from entry 
to entry in the matrix. He was able to show that every normal subgroup of 
the symplectic group is a congruence subgroup in this new sense. 
In this paper we shall generalize these results to the case where the under- 
lying ring is a semilocal domain with suitable residue class fields. We also 
drop the assumption that the discriminant be a unit, but we assume that the 
module has a canonical splitting (See Section 1). By using Riehm’s approach 
and his notion of congruence subgroup, we are able to prove the following 
main structure theorem of a symplectic group (listed as Theorem 7.9): 
A subgroup of a symplectic group is a normal subgroup if and only if it is a 
congruence subgroup. 
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We also include theorems concerning the generators of the congruence 
subgroups (listed as Theorem 6.5, 6.6, and 7.11) and the relations between two 
congruence subgroups of the same order (listed as Theorem 4.1). 
I. BASIC PROPERTIES OF LATTICES 
Throughout this paper G will be a semilocal domain, i.e., a commutative 
Noetherian domain which has finitely many maximal ideals. We assume 
that 2 is a unit in 0 and every residue class field of 0 contains more than three 
elements. Let U be the multiplicative group of all units of b and F be the 
quotient field of 9. I f  S is a nonempty subset of F, the fractional ideal 
generated by S is denoted by [S]. I f  S = (a} vve use [a] instead of [{a}]. I f  C! 
and 9? are nonzero ideals, we define 
If 0Z =: [a] and 99 =: [b] we use a : b instead of [a] :x: [b]. For any u in F we 
define [a]-’ == {b EF 1 ab E 01. Clearly a : b =-- [abk’] n 6 =-- bkl([a] n [b]) 
and (a : b)b = (b : a)a. 
A lattice L is a free O-module of finite rank, endowed with a nondegenerate 
alternating bilinear form. Thus there is a bilinear mapping of L x L into 0, 
denoted by (x, y) --z xy, such that XJ* --yx for all x and y  in L, (whence 
x2 = 0 for x in L) and such that XL =: 0 only for x == 0. The rank of L is 
denoted by dimL. 
Let s in 0. A lattice L is called s-modular if there exists a basis {xi ,..., XJ ofL 
such that xiL = [s] for all i =z I,..., IZ. I f  s is a unit then an s-modular lattice 
is called unimodular. 
We say that L has a canonical splitting if there exists a nonempty subset 
s =-7 {sl ,...) sfj of 0 with the following properties: 
(1.l.a) si = sj if and only if i =j. 
(1 .I .b) xi=, (s : si)(si : s) =: G if and only if 
s = s; for some i = l,..., 2. 
(1.1.~) for any fixedj = l,..., t 
c (S/ si)(si: Sj) c 6 
i#J 
such that 
L = L, 1 L., I .” i L, e- (1.1) 
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in which each component& is s,-modular for i = l,..., t. IfL has a canonical 
splitting (1.1) it may not be unique. However we shall show that the quantities: 
t, si > 
are invariants of L. 
and n, = dim&, i = I,..., t, (1.2) 
The assumptions (1.l.b) and (1.1.~) are made mainly to assure the 
uniqueness of the quantities in (1.2). I f  R is a local domain or L is s-modular 
then (1.l.a) implies (1.l.b) and (1.1.~). 
I f  M is a nonempty subset of L, MO is its orthogonal complement (in L), 
and (M) is the submodule of L spanned by M. A submodule M of L is said 
to split L if L = M I N for some submodule N. It is easy to see that if 
L = M 1 N then N = MO. We call M an orthogonal component of L if M 
splits L. 
Let GY be a nonzero ideal and M a submodule of L. We define 
Clearly Mfl is a submodule of fi1, and IclaM” C a. If  M = J I K then 
M” = Jn I K”. I f  MM C 02, M@ = M. If M is modular with a C 9 = 
MM, then M” = (a : g)M. If  Gl? = [s] we write MS instead of Mrsl. 
I f  L has a canonical splitting (1.1) with invariants (1.2) then 
(1.3) 
A vector .z’ in L is called maximal (in L) if x = o~y with y  in L implies a: is 
a unit. 
A canonical basis for a lattice L is a basis {x1 ,..., x,} with the following 
properties. 
6) 72 is even, 
(ii) if i < j then x,xj jl 0 if and only if i = 2k - 1 and j = 2k for 
some k, 1 < k ,< n/2. 
Let (pj i j in J> be the set of all maximal ideals of 8 and let k, = Q/pj , 
for j in J, be the corresponding residue class fields. Let -(or rj): 0 -+ ki be 
the canonical homomorphism. For any lattice L, we define L(s,j) = LS/LSPj 
for s in 0 and j in J. We use the same notation-(or z-~) to denote the canonical 
map: LS --f L(s, j). We define canonically s + 9 = x + y, & .s! = z and 
~5 = s-l(~y) for all X, y  in LS and all 01 in 8. It can be shown easily that L(s,j) 
is a module with alternating form over kj . I f  L has a canonical splitting (1. l), 
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then L(si , j) == Lr 1 I,, 1 ... 1 t, and 71, dim(L(s, J)) Sl n. T\:e denote 
L(s, ,i) by W, j). 
We define the dual ofL to be 
L-- -=-(.2:inFL/sLCC^). 
One can easily show that Li- is a lattice and 
Fl‘f -.= FL. L * =- I, 
and 
(aL)T == a-lL= 
for any a in F. If  L has a splitting L = J 1 K, then 
L;. J- i K--. 
Finally, it is easy to set that 
and 
An automorphism CJ ofL is called an isometvy if (ux)(uy) ~~ sy for all x and y  
in I,. The symplectic group of L, S,(L), is the group of all isometries of L. 
THEOREM I. I. Let L be a lattice with a canonical splitting (1.1). Then the 
quantities t, si , and ni -= dimLi for i -= 1 ,..., t of (1.2) aye invariants of L, 
a.e., they are independent no matter which canonical splitting of L is used to 
calculate them. 
Proof. Let s in P. By (1.3) L‘ := llGgt (S : si)ZXs~ and Z,” . L” -~= 
s(J?:-_r (S : si)(si : s)). By (1.1 .b), LB . L” = SO if and only if ~0 = s,Cr for some 
i = l,..., t. Hence the ideals [s,],..., [s,] and t are invariant. 
Now we show that ni :: dimLi is invariant for i --:: I,..., t. By (l.lc), 
for a fixed i there exists a maximal ideal pU which contains &+i (sj : si)(si : sj). 
We consider L(i, p) = L~/L”LP~ with the induced alternating form over k, . 
By (1.3) L”i :~= lrGjGt (si : sj)Lj . For eachj 7; i, (si : sj)“sj =-: si((si : sj)(sj : sj)) C 
SiP“ . Hence L(i, CL) =- Li(i, CL) and dimL, :=: dim Li(i, k) is an invariant. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M be a lattice over C. Suppose thatfov each orthogonal 
component N of M there exists x andy in N such that [x . y] = xX -+ FN. Then 
M has a canonical basis. 
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Proof. Since M is its own orthogonal component, there exists x and y  in M 
such that [X . y] = xM + yM. Let FM ~7 (Fx + Fy) 1 N and let M’ = 
(C~X + $1) 1 N n M. We claim that M = M’. It suffices to show that M _C M’. 
Let z be an arbitrary element in M and write z = 01x + /3y + w, where 01, /3 
are in F and W is in N. Since am = ,zy is in [my], 01 is in 0. Similarly /3 is 
in 0. We have W = z - ocx - /3y is in N n M and so M = M’. The result 
now follows from the induction on dim M. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If 0 is a principal ideal domain then every lattice M has a 
canonical basis. 
Proof. It is easy to check that every lattice iM satisfies the hypothesis 
of 1.2. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose L is s-modular. Then 
L=(xinFLJxLCsU}. 
Proof. Let M = {x in FL 1 XL _C s>. Since L is s-modular we have L . L C 
SO and so L C M. Conversely consider an x in FL with XL _C [s]. Then 
XL, = x(s-IL) c 8, 
hence x is in L,, = L. 
Now assume that L is s-modular. Then L . S-IL = 0 so that s-lL _C L, . 
On the other hand for any y  = ax in L, , where a E F and x EL, yL = 
a(xL) _C 6, since XL C SO, a E S-VI. Hence S-IL = Lg. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA I .5. Let M be an s-modular sublattice qf L. Then M splits L if and 
only if JRL = SO. 
Proof. I f  M splits L we have L = M 1 N and ML = MM = SO. 
Conversely suppose ML = ~0. Write FL = FM 1 N. We claim that 
L = M 1 (L n N). 
It is enough to show that a typical x in L is also in M 1 (L n N). Write 
x = y  + z where y  is in FM and 2 is in N. Then 
But y  is in FM, y  is in M by 1.4, so z is in L and we are done, Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let M be a sublattice of L. Suppose M has a canonical splitting 
IV =: MI 1 ... 1 MY. 
Then M splits L if and on(y if n/r, splits L. 
Proof. I f  M splits L then it is obvious that each Mi does too. Conversely 
suppose L is split by each Mi . Write 
FL :zz FM 1 N. 
Similar to the proof of 1.5, one can show that 
LEMMA 1.7. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.1) and let M be 
a sublattice of L which splits I,. Suppose M has a canonical splitting 
Then each component Mi is s,(,,-modular. 
Proof. Suppose there exists some i == l,..., y, such that n/l is s-modular 
for some s + sj for j = l,..., t. By (1.1.6), &, (s : sj)(sj : s) C 0, we may 
choose a maximal ideal pP of 0 which contains xi=, (s : sj)(sj : s). By (I .3), 
Ls = llcjct (s : sj) Lj . Hence 
Ls . L” = ,gl (s: Sj)2 sj = s (T$ (sj: s)(s: SJ) c q$; . 
Therefore L(s, k) = L”/L”k == 0. On the other hand L = M 1 MO, L(s, k) = 
M(s, k) 1_ MO(s, k). Since Mi is s-modular, M(s, k) # 0. Thus L(s, k) f  0 
which is a contradiction. Hence the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.1). Let x and y  
be two maximal vectors in L such that I?x + Oy splits L. Then there exists a 
canonical basis of L which contains x and y  as basic vectors. 
Proof. Let M = 8x + f ly and write L = M 1 MO. By 1.7, we may 
assume xy = si for some i = 1, . . . . t. It is easy to see that L(i, j) = 
M(i, j) J- MO(i, j) for all j in J. I f  ni = 2 then the result follows from 1 .l 
and induction on t. I f  n, > 2 then MO(i,j) # 0 for allj in J. For eachj in J, 
there exists %$ and wj in MO(i, j) with Z~ . @j # 0 in kj . We choose zj and Wj 
in (MO)“* with canonical images xj and aj in MO(i, j), respectively. By Chinese 
Remainder theorem, there exists, for each j in J, an element dj in 0 such that 
dj = 1 (mod pj) and dj := 0 (mod p,) for all p f  j. We consider 
t 
z = c djzj and w = i d,wj , 
j=1 j=l 
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Then x and w are in 
7rj(S,l(Z . w)= nj ST1 i ix dudv~,,w, 1) = vj(s;‘djtjwj) # 0 
for all j in J. Hence s;l(.z . w) is a unit and [z . w] = s,B = zM” + wM”. 
By 1.2, (z, w) splits MO. Now the result follows from the induction on ni and t. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.1). Let M be 
a sublattice which splits L. I f  M has a canonical basis (OY canonical splitting) then 
so does MO. 
Proof. Apply 1.6, 1.7, 1.8 and induction on dim M. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let L be a lattice with canonical splitting (1.1). Then L 
has a canonical basis. 
Proof. Apply 1.8 and induction on dimL. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.11. Let a and b be in 0 with a0 + 68 = G. Then there exists a 
unit din 0 such that a t- bd is a unit. 
Proof. I f  0 is a field then 0 contains more than three elements. Hence the 
lemma follows easily. Assume 0 is not a field. For eachj in J, kj contains more 
than three elements, there exists dj in 0 but not in pj such that a + djb is not 
in pj . By Chinese Remainder theorem, there exists d in 0 such that d - dj 
is in pj forj in J. Hence d and a + bd both are not in pj for allj in J. Therefore 
d and a + bd both are units. Q.E.D. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall be working with a lattice L which has 
a canonical splitting (1.1). Whenever the symbols t, si , n, appear, they will be the 
invariants of L given in (1.2) unless stated otherwise explicitly. We also assume 
that ni 3 4 for all i = l,..., t. 
2. INVARIANT MODULES 
An O-submodule M of FL is called invariant if aM = M for all in S,(L). 
We shall determine all such invariant modules. 
A pure vector x of L is one which is in some canonical basis for L; x is pure 
of type i (of i-pure) if xL = [sJ. 
A transvection is an element 0 E S,(L) of the form: U(X) = x + w(wx)h with 
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w E II and X EF. Denote such a transvection by 71C,h . A transvection T~(.,~ is 
called pure of type i (or i-transeection) if w is i-pure. 
LEMMA 2.1. If  an invariant module rontains an i-pure vector, then it 
contains LX?. 
Proof. Let x be an i-pure vector contained in the invariant module M. 
Choose a canonical basis for L containing x and let y  be the vector in this 
basis with q = p-l + 0. Then L”c == (6x + 0y) 1 N by 1.2 and 1.8. Let z 
be any vector in N and let w = x - y  - z. Then 7F,-U in S,(L). Carries x 
to Y + z. Thus M contains y  + x and z, so M contains LQ. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M be an s-modular submodule of L and Q? be an ideal in G. 
Then GUI4 = {x E M 1 s-~(Y~~Z) C GY}. 
Proof. Let N = {X E M 1 s ~l(xill) 5 od}. G!M C N is clear. Let y  E N. 
Choose a canonical basis 97 for M and write y  as linear combination of vectors 
in g. Then it follows easily that y  E GYM and so N C 0&V. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.3. If  M is an invariant module, there are ideals g, ,..., g, such 
that 
: I [  = ylLri -i-g&"" $ , . f  +g$t, 
alhere the ideals g, , . . , g, are uniquely determined and are given by 
gj = s;‘(MLAJ) j = l,..., t .  
I f  I, = L, _L ... 1 L, is an arbitrary canonical splitting, then 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
M z g&, 1_ g,L, L “. -L g&t , (2.3) 
and 
g,(si : Sj) c gj for all i and j. (2.4) 
Proof. Let gj = sT’(MLsj). We divide the proof into three steps. 
Step 1. We show that ~~=, g,LSi C M. Let a E g, . Since Xl is invariant, 
there exists an i-pure vector x in L and a vector y  in M with xy =: asi . 
TX,Si -1 is in S,(L) and carries y  to y  + ax. Thus ax in M. The assertion 
follows from 2.1. 
Step 2. We show that ll4 I C:_, g,L, . Let x = C:-r aixi in M with xi 
is a maximal vector in Li for i = 1 ,..., t .  Choose yi in L with yixi = si . Then 
aiyi = T~~,~;I(x) - x in M n giLi . Bp 2.2, ai egg , SO x ~&giL~ . This 
proves (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). 
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Step 3. Let a Egi(Si : sj), a = b(s;‘(xy)) where b E (si : sj), x E M and 
y  EL”<. Rewrite a = s,l(.z . (bs;$)y). 
It is easy to see that bs+sj E 0 and bs;‘s,y EL”?, (2.4) is now immediate. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since the ideals g, ,..., g, characterize M completely, we shall 
often write M = (g, ,..., g,). Notice that it follows from the theorem that a 
nonzero invariant module contains a nonzero vector from every line of FL. 
If  X is a nonempty subset of L, we denote by Z(X) the smallest invariant 
module containing X. It is the intersection of all invariant modules containing 
X and is also given as the set of all finite sums. 
Z(X) = 12 api / a, in 0, ci in S,(L), xi in XI. (2.5) 
We note that ZZ(X) = Z(X). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a subset of L and let gj = ayl(XLsJ) for j = I,..., t. 
Then 
vq = kl ,..., g,). (2.6) 
Proof. It is easy to see that gj = s;‘(Z(X)Lsi) for j = I,..., t. Hence the 
lemma follows from 2.3. 
3. ORDERS AND TABLEAUS 
We use 6 to denote &l and 6,(or 6) to denote the mapping zc - 
Let 0 in S,(L): we define 
O,(u) = (-) I((0 - G,)L”“)(CLS”), i = I,..., t. 
6 
O,(U) is an invariant module and 
O,(u) = m$ln I((0 - SL)Lsl), L”i = m;x I((0 - 6,)L”‘). 
f 
Q.E.D. 
6x of L. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
We define the order of u, O(U), to be the function which assigns to each 
ordered pair of integers (i, j), 1 .< i, j < t, the ideal Oij(u) defined by 
O,(u) = (o,l(+.., O,,(u)). 
It follows from (3.2) and Lemma 2.4 that 
sjOij(u) = rnjn Z((u - S,)Lsi)L’j. 
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Let us temporarily put gi = O,(u). Then by (3.1), 
gi c L”t i = I,..., t, 
and since (sj : si) L”i C L 
(Sj : Si) gi c gj i,j= 1 ,..., t. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
I f  we put gij = Oij(a), these conditions can be restated as 
gij 5 (Si : Sj) (3.5) 
(Sk : 4 gii c g,i for all ;, j, 12. (3.6) 
The condition (2.4) leads to 
LEMMA 3. I. Suppose that u in S,(L) and that for some choice of 6 = -+ 1, 
we have O,(u) = Z((u - S,)L”i) and O,(u) = Z((u + S,)L”j). Then Oij(u) = 
si : sj . 
Proof. By (3.2), L”j z Z((u - 6,) Lsj, whence by (3.4), (si : sj) Lsj C O,(u) 
and (si : s,) C Oii(u). The lemma now follows from (3.5). QED. 
We put Ofi = gij as above. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and from the 
identity (ox - 6x)y = +S(uy - Sy) ux that 
sigij = sjgji . (3.8) 
Let g be a mapping from the pairs of integers (i, j) with i, j = l,..., t ,  into 
the set of ideals of 0. Write gij for the image of (;,j) under g. Then g is called 
a tableau (joy L) if it satisfies the conditions (3.5)-(3.8). I f  g is a tableau, 
gi will denote the invariant lattice gi = (gi, ,..., g,& 
By what we have proved above, the order O(u) of any fixed u in S,(L) is a 
tableau. 
The set of tableaus (for L) is partially ordered by defining g < h if gij C h,, 
for all i andj. 
Let G be any non-empty subset of S,(L). The mapping 
(i,j) ---f O,,(G) = c Oij(a) 
oinc 
is the order O(G) of G. Clearly O(G) is a tableau. 
The following lemma follows from the identity 
up - (a’), = (u - S,)p + S,(p - 6,‘). (3.9) 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose g, p are in S,(L) and 6, 6’ = f  I. Then 
Z((up - (SG’),)L”z C 1((u - 6,)L”i) + l((p - 8;)Lsq 
and O,(up) C O,(u) + Oi(p) for i = I,..., t. 
4. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS OF S,(L) 
Let g = (A = kJ b e a tableau. The set of all u in S,(L) with O(u) < g 
is called the (general) congruence group of S,(L) corresponding tog. It is denoted 
by GS,(L, g) or GS,(g), or GS, , when L and g are clearly determined by the 
context. 
Since S,(g) is also characterized as the set of those u such that OJa) C gi 
for i = I,..., t, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that it is closed under multiplica- 
tion. Moreover O(u--1) = O(u) since (u-1 - 6,) L”z = (u - 6,) L”i, whence 
S,(g) is a subgroup of S,(L). That it is actually a normal subgroup follows 
from 
pup-l - SL = p(0 - 6,) p-l. (4.1) 
The special congruence group of S,(L) corresponding tog is the set SS,(L, g) 
of those u in S,(L) with the property (u - lL) L”d _C gi for i = l,..., t. Again 
we often write SS,(g) or SS, instead of SS,(L,g). One can show that 
SS, C GS, and SS, is a normal subgroup of S,(L). 
We define a third congruence subgroup, sZ(L,g), to be the mixed com- 
mutator subgroup [S,(L), GS,(g)]. It is a normal subgroup of S,(L) and the 
formula 
upu-lp-1 - lL = (upa- - 6,) p-l + 6,(p-1 - 6,) 
shows that Q(g) _C SS,(g). 
I f  t = 1, our notations of order and of congruence subgroups coincide 
with those of Klingenberg in [3]. I f  0 is a complete discrete valuation ring, 
our notations coincide with those of Riehm in [4]. 
We use C to denote strict set inclusion. 
Fix a tableau g. Let I = {i 1 1 < i < t and gii C 00). Define a relation ++ 
on 1 by putting i -j if either i = j or gij C (si : sj) when i f  j. By (3.8), 
- is symmetric. Let i, j, and k be distinct elements of I. I f  i -j and j - FE, 
then by (3.6), gi, _C (si : si) gj, C (si : si)(sj : sk) C (si : sk), so - is transitive. 
Hence - is an equivalent relation on I. Let r be the number of the equivalent 
classes of - on I. 
Let u in GS,(g). It follows from (3.2) that for each i in I(u - 6,) L”i C gi 
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for one and only one value of 6 = + 1; define O,(u) to be this value of 6. It is 
easy to see that di: GS, --f Z, is a surjective homomorphism. It is also easy 
to see that n,(SS,) = 1 for all i in I. Thus S’S, is the kernel of the mapping 
L3: GS, -+ Z,I defined by d(o) = (di(~))is,. 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) GSJSS,, L= @, Z, 
(ii) Every sub<yroup of GS, which contains SS, is a normal subgroup of S,(L). 
Proof. We may assume that g is not the maximum tableau. Then the set I 
is nonempty. We need only find the image of d to prove (i). 
Suppose that Ai(u) = -O,(g) with i =/ j in 1. By 3.1, i # j, the image of il 
is contained in 0, Z, . It suffices to find, for each i in I, a mapping ~7 in GS, 
such that dj(a) = - 1 for all i = i and O,(o) == 1 otherwise. 
Take a canonical splitting (1.1) and define for each i in 1. 
L(i) = 1 Lj , and fJ = -l,(i) i l&)0 3 (4.2) 
j-i 
Trivially u is in S,(L). It is easy to check that o has the required property. 
This shows (i). 
Let G be a group between GS, and SS, . I f  o is in S,(L) and 7 is in G, 
it follows from (4.1) that 0,(,x-r) = A?(T) for all i in I, whence d(aGopl) == 
d(G). Since d(GS,) is an abelian group and G contains the kernel of d, 
so G is a normal subgroup of S,(L). Q.E.D. 
5. TRANSVECTIONS 
Let y  and z be vectors of L with yz = 0 and let X in F. If  
Tu,&) = x -t h(yx)z + h(xx)y 
for x in L is in L, Ty,Z,h is an element of S,(L) and is called a quasi transvection. 
A quasi-transvection is called a (k, I)-t ransvection if it is of the form TV,,,, 
with the following properties: (i) there is a canonical basis containing both y  
and x: (ii) y  is h-pure and z is Z-pure; (iii) y  :-: z if k == 1. Whenever we refer 
to the fact that T7,,z,n is (h, I)-pure, it will be implicit in this statement that y  
and z have these properties unless mentioned otherwise. 
The following identities are easy to verify: 
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if x, y, x and are mutually orthogonal; 
(5.4) 
T Y,Y,A will usually be written as 7y,eA . Thus TV,> = x + /\(yx)y. One can 
easily check the following: 
We simply call an (i, j)-pure quasitransvection (i-pure transvection 
(i, j)-transvection (i-transvection, respectively). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let T = T2/,a,A be an (i, j)-transuection. Then for k = I,..., t, 
O,(T) = ((T - lL)Lsk), i.e., T is in SS,(O(T)). Also O,(T) = [i&j, and if 
g is a tableau, then O(T) < g if and only if Oij( T) = [Asi] 2 gii . 
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows from 2.1, (3.3) and definitions. 
It is easy to see that (T - IL) LS* = X(yL”k)z + h(zL~)y. By 2.3, we get 
Ofj( T) = [Asi]. Also O,(T) = X((s, : si) si) Lsj + h((s, : si) si) LSi. Suppose 
[XsJ _C gij and put g, = (g,, ,..., g,,) for k = I,..., t. By (3.8), [XsJ C gij if 
and only if [hsj] _C gj, . Hence 
O,(T) C (sic: si)gijLsj + (sk: sj)gjiLS* 
_c (Sk: %)gi + (Sk: sj)gj 
~glc. 
This finishes the proof. 
6. GENERATION OF S’S, BY TRANSVECTIONS 
Q.E.D. 
Fix a tableau g = (g,) = gij . 
Let {x,y) be a pair of i-pure vectors with [my] = [si] and let a! be a unit 
in 0. We use PtzJm) to denote the mapping which carries x to 01x, y  to ~-‘y 
and x to z for x in (x, y)O. We write P, instead of Ptz,yl(n). 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let {x, y} be two i-pure vectors with xy == psi , TV E U. Let 
01 = 1 + ,B be a unit. Then 
Proof. Straight forward computation. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let u E GS, and let x be an i-pure vector in L. Then there exists 
a canonical basis 93 = {x~}:=~ of L such that x1 = x and u(x) . xz is a unit 
congruent to 1 module gii . 
Proof. Let H = {yi}L1 be a canonical basis of L with y, == s, yj is pure 
of type v(j) for j = I,..., n and yaj-iyzj _- ~“(a~) for j = I,..., n/2. Write 
U(X) = CL, piyi and u(ya) = cb, yiyi , where /zJ ~ 6, yn - 6 ~gii and 
& , yj Egi,“cj) for all ,Oj , yj other than pi , ya . si = ylyn = (~yi)(uyJ = 
c uLlY2~ - P2h-1) S&d . Let 
’ :z= -P2Ylsi + 1 (P2j-lY2j - P2jY2j-l)sy(2j) . 
j=z 
Then Y  is in 0 and &Co + r6 = 9. There exists by 1.11 some unit a := PI -+ dr 
with d in U and dr in gii by (3.7). For each j > 1 we define xzj-r 7 
yzjV1 - d/32isy(zj)si1yl and ?~‘a~ = yzj + d&-lsy(zj&yl . It follows from 1.4 
and (3.7) that xj is v(j)-pure forj > 1. Define x1 1 yr and 
It can be show that x1 , xz are i-pure. Furthermore one also can show that 
&? = {xi>zl is a canonical basis of L and (OX) x2 = a which is a unit with 
a = 6 (modgJ. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let x, y  be two i-pure vectors with x - y  egi . Then there 
exists a product of pure transvections, each in S’S,, , which carries x to y. 
Moreover the types of the pure transvections involved are all of the form (i, j), 
i<j<t. 
Proof. I f  gii = 8 then the lemma follows from the proof of 2.1. We may 
assume that g,, C 0. Choose a canonical splitting L = jldjctLj with x EL, , 
and write y  - x = C:=, rjzj , where zj is a maximal vector in Lj and rj in gzj , 
for j = I,..., t. We shall first find a product p of the required kind which 
carries x to x + yizi and is identity on Lj , j # i. I f  [XZJ = [si], p can be 
chosen as the transvection 7Zi,7.~z r)m1 . Assume that [XZJ C [sJ. By 6.2, we 
may assume that there exists ilpure vector w in L, such that xw = si and 
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01 = (~3) ws;l is a unit. Write zi = ax + bw + x, where x in (x, w)O, a, b in 0 
and 01 = 1 + ria. Let p = II’,,,,_,-l,~,-lr,,,~~ll;.-laP~r,*~)(~). Then it follows 
from (5.7), 6.1 and straight forward computatron that p is the required map. 
Next suppose that j # i. We shall find a transvection Tj of the required 
type which carries x to x + rizj and leaves L, , h # i orj, fixed. Choose w as 
above, define Tj = Tzj,W,(Wc.I.-~r , we have Tj in S’S, by 5.1. The product 
p IJjzi T, satisfies the condition bf the lemma. 
LEMMA 6.4. In addition to the hypothesis of 6.3, suppose that w is an i-pure 
vector with [xw] = [sJ and xw = yw. Then the product described in 6.3 can be 
chosen to have the additional property that it leaves w jixed. 
Proof. Suppose gii C 0. Ox + Gw splits L by 1.2, and we may assume that 
both x and w are in Li . wzj = 0 for j = l,..., t since xw = yw. The proof of 
6.3 can be applied here almost word for word, once the w in 6.3 has been 
replaced by the w here. 
Suppose gii = 0. If  [xy] = [Q], then we choose p = T~-~.J~.+~. If  
[xy] C [si], there exists, by 1.11, some a in 0 with (yx) + a( yw) being a unit. 
Wechoosep = 7 _ _ Y z azo,(~(~+aw)j-17,,,(,,)-1 . Then p is the required map. 
THEOREM 6.5. SS, is generated by the pure transvections contained in it. 
Proof. Let u in SS, and suppose that 0 # L = (ax + uy) 1 M with 
xy = s1 . By the definition of SS, , ux - x and uy - y  are ing, = (g,, ,..., gJ. 
By 6.3, there is a product pi of transvections, each in SS, , which carries x 
to (TX and let say y  to y’. Therefore y’ - y  is in g, and so y’ - uy = 
(y’ - y) - (uy - y) is also in g, . Since (ux) y’ = xy = (ux)(uy), by 6.4, 
there exists another product pz which carries y’ to uy and leaves ux fixed. 
Then p = pzpl carries x to ax and y  to uy. Thus 7 = p-la in SS, and is 
identity on Lox + 0~. Now the theorem follows from the induction on dim L. 
By 5.1, (5.7), and 6.5, we get: 
COROLLARY 6.6. S,(L) is generated by pure single transvections. 
7. THE DETERMINATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
From now on the assumption dim Li 3 4 for i = I,..., is in force, let 
g = (g,) = gii be a fixed tableau where gi = (gi, ,...,git) is an invariant 
lattice for i = l,..., t. 
Let S be a nonempty subset of S,(L). We define G(S) to be the smallest 
normal subgroup of S,(L) containing S. If  S = {u} we write G(o) instead 
of G({d). 
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LEMMA 7.1. Let x be an i-pure vector and CJ .m Q-~,~ in S,(L). Then G(U) 
contains all pure single transvecfions 7,,,” with O(T~,“) I.: O(a). 
Proof. (1) Suppose y  is i-pure and v  = p. Choose 7 in S,(L) with 
T(X) = y, then ry,” = 7cr-l t G(o). 
(2) Suppose y  is i-pure and v  = p~(ua for some a: in L”. Choose an i-pure 
vector x in L with yz 0. Then 7 ,,,,, ::: T,,,, = rf,,7~+,U,U7;~+z!21,u by (5.8). 
By (I), 7y,y is in G(o). 
(3) Suppose y  is s-pure and v  = P-L” for some 01 in 0. Then TV,?,, 
T~.~(~+~)zT,,-,T~,-~~ in G(o) by (9, 7y,2-~y = ~v,(2v)2-~ E G(u) and so TV,” = 
77J,5v’Tu,-4v = ~y,k-14Y~Y,-4” in G(o). 
(4) Suppose TY,” is a j-pure transvection. Since O(T~,“) 2; O(U), by 5.1 
vsj in Ojj(u) = (si : sJ-s~%~~. Hence ~-1” is in (sj : s~)%~~s;~ and qrvsj is in 
(sj : s&~s;~ C s@. Choose an i-pure vector z with zy 1 0. Then z + P--~VJ 
is i-pure and TV,” = T~,~T~+~~~~~ , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ by (5.8). TV,” is in G(u) by (1). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let (x, y> be two i-pure vectors with [xy] = [sJ. Let o =: 
r z,IL~y,y , where rx,,, and ry,v aye in S,(L). Then G(u) contains alljpure transvec- 
tions Tz,h with 
o(Tz,,) :-I o(T,,,) + o(T,,,) for j : I,..., t. 
Proof. Let {x’, y’> be two i-pure vectors in ::~,y)” with [~‘y’] = [sJ. 
By 6.4, there exists or in S,(L) with or = x, Tl(y) = y  + y’. We consider 
u1 = u-%-ru~;r = Ty,-v~y+y’,y. By 2.1 again, there exists ~a in S,(L) with 
TV = y  and ~~(y i- y’) == y’. Consider r+ = u(~~ur~;1l) = ~z,U~y’,y in G(u). 
Since xy’ = 0 and x + y’. 7S,aSU~y’,a2y in G(u) for all units 01 and /3. Choose a 
unit ,f3 such that /3” - 1 is still a unit. Then(T,,,T,,,,a,)- +,,,T,,,) :-. 7Y,c,Paz, in 
G(u). BY 7.1, Ty,v in G(u), and so 7,.,(, in G(a). Now result follows from 7.1. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let P -= /x, y> be a plane spanned by two i-pure vectors 
x, y  with [xy] = [sJ. Assume that u is in S,(L) with u / PO = identity. Then G(u) 
contains all i-single transvections T,,~ with O(.T,,,) < O(u). 
Proof. Let ux :-= nx + by. By a change of basis and 1.11, we may assume 
without loss of generality that a is a unit. Let (xy))’ = p. Then T~,-~,,-~~~u(x) = 
ax. Let ur == rT7J,--nmlbWa and a,(y) = cx + U-‘-V. Consider gd = 7,,,eUgl . 
Let fv be the mapping that carries x to KC and y  to v-‘y for unit V. It is easy to 
see that u2 = fa . Hence u = ~l,--OCU~Y,a-ldUfn. Let E be a unit with c2 - 1 is 
also a unit and let 7 = T2,0e~uf~u~1fe~d,-ncir inG(u). T =Ty,n-ldi~(1-~~2)r~,a~~(l-~z) . 
I f  Oii(u) = [b] + [d] then we are done by 7.2. If  Oii(u) f  [b] -t [d] then 
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Oii(u) Z-L [b] + [d] + [(a - S)]. By 7.1, fil is in G(a), so r1.,UfR7J,i*.If;1 = 
T~,w~)~~ in G(u) and Olr(~,,.,,,(,+i)) y--z [a - 61 sir. Hence we are done 
by 7.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let (T E S,(L) with O(a) :_ g. Then there exists jkitely many 
i-pure vectors xk in L and o,( in G( o such that &[uk(xk) xk] = sigii for ) 
i = I,..., t. 
Proof. Fix an i between 1 and t. I f  gzi == b then by a change of basis the 
result follows easily. We may assume that gii C 0. It follows from the defini- 
tions of order and tableau that gii is finitely generated. It will be sufficient 
to show that for an element TV in a minimal set of generators of g,, , there exists 
an i-pure vector x and some p in G(a) such that [p(x) . x] > [psi]. By 2.3 
there existsy inLSc such that ((u - 6,) yL”i 2 [psi] where 6 = fl. Splittingy 
into components with respect to a canonical splitting, we may assume that y  
is i-pure. Let [ya] = [sJ with z in L”z. Since (uy)y = ((0 - 6,)y)y, we see 
that (uy)y is in s,g,, . I f  [(uy)yJ > [psJ, we are finished, so assume 
[(UY)Yl c [PiI. (7.1) 
Let w ELSE satisfy [((u - 6,)y)w] 2 [sip] and define x as follows: put x = z 
if [((u - SL)yz] 2 [sip]; otherwise put x = w if [yw] = [sJ or x = z + w 
if [yw] C [sJ. 
Therefore [((u - 6,)y)x] > [&j and [xy] = [si], whence (7.2) (uy)x = 
(yx)(S + y), [r] > [CL]. Now put X = (yx)-l and define p = UT~,~U-%~,~-~ = 
02/ A~U n-1 in G(U). A direct computation using (7.1) and (7.2) shows that 
[&)x/a [J+] as required. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.5. Suppose that u is in S,(L). Then G(o) contains all i-transvec- 
tions 7 with O,,(T) _C O,,(u) for i = I,..., t. 
Proof. (1) Assume Oii(u) = 0. There exists i-pure vector x EL with 
XL”< = ((u - lr)x)LSi = [SJ, and {x, (u - I&} is linearly indepdendent. 
I f  [ux . x] = [sJ, apply 7.2. If  [ox, x] C [sJ we can find an i-pure vector y  
with yux = 0 and yx = si , as can be seen by constructing a canonical basis 
containing x as basic vector. Let 7 = ~(~-~.,~;l and p = T(T-+~u in G(a). 
Then [(px)x] = [si] and we are finished. 
(2) Assume Oii(o) C 0. Let p be an element of a minimal set of gener- 
ators of Oi,(o). By 7.4 we can find an i-pure vector x and p in G(U) with 
[(px)x] = [psi]. It follows from 6.2 that there exists an i-pure vector y  in L 
such that xy = si and s;‘x(p-v) = a is a unit. Since uc0 +- ((px)x)U = 0. 
By 1.11, there exists some unit h such that a + h((px)x) s;’ = b is a unit. 
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Let 7 = 7,. AS-l and let u’ = p-%p-% E G(U). It follows that CJ’X = 
s -t X(x(p~))(p'~i) and 
u'y :-= (y - Ax) + hs,'(x(py - h(px))(pPlr) =-: (y - x) + b(pm's). 
Put v  = -~,~(x(px))(hD)-~, [v] = [(px)x]. Let z = x + vy. Then u” is an 
i-pure vector and u’z = (1 - hv)z + Wy. It follows from 7.3 that G(U) 
contains all pure transvections T,,.,, with O&T,,.,,) C [v] = [p]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let T = T,,,,, be an (i, j)-pure transvection 61 S,(L) with 
O(T,,,,,) = g and i # j. Then G(T) contains all (k, I)-pure transvections T’ 
with O(T’) < g. 
Proof. (1) Let T’ :: T,,,,Aa be an (i, j)-pure transvection in S,(L) 
with N being a unit. Choose 7 in S,(L) with T(Y) =: s and ~(a) =z row, then 
T’ = 7T7-l is in G(T). 
(2) Let T’ = T, 2(’ Aa . * be an (i, j)-transvection with 01 in I’. Choose 
j-pure vector w’ in L with xw’ = 0 I- ww’. Then T’ == Tr,,O,+,l,,,,T,. zi,,,-n is 
in G(U) by (1). 
(3) Let T’ = Tz,W,n be a (k, l)-transvection. By 5.1, g,, . sI,: = 
((sl : si) si(sI; : sj) sj {- (sr : sj) sj(sk : si) si). Suppose Xs,s, C p(sl : si) si(sn, : sj) sj , 
Xs,s, = ~(q)(psj) where 01 E (sI : si) and /3 E (sk : sj). Let a = olsisrl and 
ZJ = &ST”. It follows that a, b is in G, as in LS* and bw in Lsj. Choose i-pure 
vector x’, j-pure vector w’ such that x, w, x’, w’ are mutually orthogonal. 
Then x’ + ax = X” is i-pure and w’ + bw = wn is j-pure. By (5.6) 
T’ = T,~,,~,,T,~,,~~,+,T I z .w’,-LL T X’,W’,P is in G(u) by (1) and (2). The case 
Xs,s, S (sI : sj) sj(sr : si) si is done similarly. The result now follows from (5.2). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.7. Let {x,y} be i-pure vectors with [xy] = [sJ and let T = 
Tz,Jw,u in S,(L). Then G(u) contains all (i, j)-p ure transvections rz’hich have 
order < O(u), j = I,..., t. In particular if {xi} is a canonical basis for (x, y>O 
and w =COI,X,, z =Cpux,,, then all the transvections T,,,U,,, and u 
T y,2u.u~u are in G(u). 
Proof. We may assume that z and w are in (x, y)“. 
(1) First we show that T,,,,, E G(T) if z is a pure vector. Let or be the 
mapping which sends x to x, y  to x + y  and v  to v  for all v  in (x, y)O. It is 
easy to see that or is in S,(L). Let u1 == T-%,TT;’ = Tr+Y,Z,-uTutZ,u in G(u). 
One can easily check that O(T~,~~(~~)) < O(u), ~z,,Lqzy) is in G(u) by 7.5. 
It follows from (5.5) that Tz,u2(z1/)ar = T,,,,-,T,,,,_, = T,,,,-, is in G(a). 
(2) Let {xi] be a canonical basis for (x, y)“. I f  w = C 01,x, then 
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T 3c,w,y is the product of the transvections & = Tx,u2u--IL2 ,,-, m,.ap,rrp ,,,” . Similarly 
if z ~z C &A then T,,,,, is the product of T, = T”,u2~-1’%,,-li.a,~,~~“,,~ . Let rqL 
be the mapping: T,(x~J == .v22L + .zau-i and 7Jxy) = X, for all v  # 2~. We 
consider pU = C,‘(T~‘T~,~T-~) z:,, E G(o). It follows from (5.5) and direct 
computation that pu = ~1Ts,R2,r,U_,,1.T~,~~,~~~~,-~,~~~ , where 
By Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 7.5, 7r and 72 are in G(o), so is 
Now we are done by (I). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. If u E S,(L) with O(o) = g, then G(a) contains S,!?,(g). 
Proof. (1) By 6.5, it suffices to show that G(U) contains all pure trans- 
vections with order < g. By 7.5, we only have to show that G(a) contains all 
(i,j)-pure transvections with order < g for all i # j. Fix i and j. I f  gii = 0 
then G(a) contains all (i, j) transvection with order ,< g by (5.7) (2. I), and 2.1. 
We assume that gii C 0. Let p be an element in a minimal set of generators 
of gij . By 2.3 there exists x E LQ such that [pi] C ((cr - 6,)x) LQ. Splitting x 
into components with respect to a canonical basis, we see that we may suppose 
that x is pure of type i. By 6.2 there exists an i-pure vector y  in L with 
xy = si and 01 = (“2) . y  a unit. 
(2) Let us write (T as a product of certain standard mappings. Let 
aa = oP~~,~,(K~), then (a,x)y = xy, ~rrx = x + py + z for some /3 Egii 
and z E (x, y)O. Let T, = Tu,z,-s-l and us = T$r, . Then r+(z) = x and 
a,(y) = yx + y  + w with y  in gi; and w in (x, y)“. Let T, = T,,,,,;l and 
p = T,J’u~. Then p(x) = x, p(y) = y  and p((x, y)O) = (x,y)O; and 
o = T,TzpP, . 
(3) Let 7 = Ty(P&~P~-l~a-l) T;’ = Ty,z,--as;1Tz,W,--2s;l E G(a). Thus 
if Oij(,) > [p] the proposition follows by 7.8. So assume O,,(T) C [p]. By 
7.8 TUT, E G(a) whence u. = pP, is in G(a), and O,,(T,T,) C [,u]. Hence 
((a - 6)x) LQ > [j&J by virtue of the identity 
the choice of x and the condition Oij( TUT,) C [p]. 
(4) Let p = 01 - 6; G(U) contains all pure transvections T with 
Oii(,) C [p] by 7.6. Let /3 be an element in a minimal set of generators of si : sj 
and let u and v  be pure vectors of type i and j in (-z.)O, respectively. It is easy 
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to see that T,,,,,& TT,YiB~,ii,~--lT,.,!,,~.,,Il is in G(o) by (5.7). NOW the 
proposition followS’from 7.7. a Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.9. Let G be a subgroup of S,(L) with O(G) = g. Then G is a 
normal subgroup of S,(L) if and only if SS,(g) !Z G C GS,(g). 
Proof. Necessity follows from 7.5 and 7.8. Sufficiency follows from 4.1, 
5.1 and 6.3. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 7.10. Let G be a normal subgroup of order g. Then the mixed 
commutator subgroup [S,(L), G] is equal to SS,(g). In particular S,(L) equals 
its own derived group S(S,(L)). 
Proof. [S,(L), G] C SS,,(g) is obvious. 
Conversely given a pure transvection T in G, it is easy to find some p in 
S,(L) such that O(pTp-lT-l) =x O(T) - for example by using (5.4), (5.6), 
and 5.1. Then the result follows immediately from 7.9. Q.E.D. 
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